“

With over thirty years of working in special eﬀects shops, I know good tools when I see
them, and I know that the right tool can get a job done better in a fraction of the time
than something that is mediocre. Don’t get me wrong- give me just a hammer and I’ll
build you anything you want. But you can’t beat a perfectly designed and manufactured
tool.
I ﬁrst saw a BuildPro welding table a couple of months ago at Tech Shop in San
Francisco, and I had to have one. The design is ingenious, but this is no ‘gadget’ - while
solid as a rock, it is ﬂexible enough to accommodate and lock down anything you can ﬁt
on it. And as any experienced welder knows, jigging things solidly before welding is
crucial if you want to do a neat, professional job that doesn’t warp from the weld
stresses. And you can spend more time jigging a workpiece down properly than actually
putting it together. Not with this table and the accessories though-they thought of
everything: nitrided surfaces that weld splatter won’t stick to, sectioned plates that
come oﬀ easily if you need clearance, and every imaginable clamp and hold down that
can socket cleanly into the hundreds of machine perfect holes. They are designed so
that adjustments are instant, and will accommodate any conﬁguration. There is nothing
else like it out there- all you have to do is look at one and you’ll understand."
Jamie Hyneman
CEO of M5 Industries Inc.
Host of Mythbusters
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“With our BuildPro MAX Table, our work is more
precise, fast, and accurate.”
Jiri Poliacek
CNC Art Cut
Torrance, CA
"My BuildPro™ Table has allowed us to be more
versatile in prototyping and ﬁxturing."
Tim Brumm
IntoMetal
Lincoln, NE

"With the BuildPro Table, the setup and take
down of ﬁxtures can be done very quickly for
most of the conﬁgurations we weld. One of the
biggest beneﬁts we've found; we don't have to
make and store near as many dedicated weld
ﬁxtures for the many diﬀerent conﬁgurations
we weld."
Gary Knap
Fleetwood Group, Inc.
Holland, MI

